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Justice requires that the world be organised
so as to create a playing field in which ALL can
participate with dignity. But what distinguishes
it from charity, which while providing needed
relief from suffering, does not address the deeper
causes of suffering. For us Christians, engagement
in radical change is not first and foremost a
question of politics and economics, although
these may be involved. Rather the prime
motivation for seeking to change the world must
be the furtherance of the idea of the realm
proclaimed by Jesus – a realm of justice, peace
and reconciliation.

We are required to learn to think about
morality not simply in personal terms but in
communal terms. To follow Christ we must not
only be personally moral, we must ensure that
structures and institutions we live with are just,
that they protect and allow for the flourishing of
the most vulnerable in our society.

For the past 35 years Diakonia Council of
Churches has struggled to be faithful to changing
our society.

To practice justice is to examine, challenge
and try to reform economic, social, cultural and
religious systems that unjustly penalise some.

We may not always know what strategy to
take but we can always know that Jesus stands
with us in the midst of brokenness, among those
who are poor, marginalised, forgotten.

Mohandas Gandhi said there are seven
social sins:

Politics without principle

Wealth without work

Commerce without morality

Pleasure without conscience

Education without character

Science without humanity

Worship without sacrifice �

Bishop Barry Wood OMI
Chairperson: Diakonia Council of Churches

Social and Economic Justice

here is our prophetic voice? All the
prophets, in their different ways,
attest to one truth – the quality of

our faith is measured by the justice found in our
society, and that justice is to be measured by
how we treat those with the least status, the
most vulnerable.

Jesus affirms this. He tells us that our
relation ship with God is intimately connected to
our relationships with the weakest members of
our society. Over and over the gospels show him
standing with those who are outcasts, poor and
marginalised. He teaches us that in the end when
we stand before God we will be asked about the
hungry, the impoverished, the sick, the impris-
oned, the stranger, and what we did for them.

“Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of
the least of these, you did it to me.”
“Just as you did not do it to one of the least
of these, you did not do it to me.” 

Few of us would intentionally turn our
backs on those in need. We care for the orphans
and vulnerable children, we have hospices,
encourage home-based care givers, develop ment
projects and so on.

But what Jesus and the prophets were
talking about was not simply charity – they were
talking about justice.

A short parable may help explain the
difference. Once there was a town built beyond
the bend of a river. One day some children
noticed three bodies floating in the river, one
was dead, one sick, and one a healthy child.
They rushed to tell the adults who buried the
dead, brought the sick one to hospital and found
a family to care for the child. This went on
repeatedly for years. The good townsfolk would
take care of all who floated down the river to
them. Over time they developed efficient and
elaborate systems of care and took pride in their
generosity. However, during all these years,
nobody thought to go up the river beyond the
bend and discover why all these wounded bodies
came floating down.

Charity attends to the injured, justice tries
to go up the river to find out why they are
injured, and then tries to change the situation
that created the river of homeless, wounded and
dead bodies in the first place.

W
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I want to thank everyone who put their
trust in us by investing in our organisa -
tion in varied ways.

Looking back at the year beginning 1 March 2010 to
28 February 2011, I am pleased to inform you that it
was once again an exciting and challenging year for
Diakonia Council of Churches in terms of executing
our tasks in accordance with our mandate, which
includes being prophetic. In the context of dwindling
overseas support, and as an organisation that has
been dependent on this, Diakonia Council of
Churches is not immune to these adverse effects.
Hence, the period under
review has been charac-
terised by the urgent and
demanding need to secure
resources – particularly for
the three-year cycle
2011–2014. In my view, the
notion that South Africa is
a middle-income country
with a strong civil society is
nothing but short-sighted-
ness, because a strong civil
society with no resources is
null and void.

As people of faith and
with the knowledge of the
overwhelming number of
Friends who support our
work, we trust that the long
term sustainability of our organisation will be
secured. We believe that our strong network of

Friends will do their utmost best to ensure a
civil society organisation, like Diakonia
Council of Churches, survives despite the
trying circumstances. This is particularly true
in light of the urgent need to ensure a trans-
formed society – where corruption and greed
are not the order of the day – where people
who live in the margins of society equally
benefit from the fruits of our democracy.
Essentially, this is also a call to those whom
the organisation has contributed significantly
to be where they are today, to plough back
by investing into the long term sustainability
of our organisation.

More than ever before, happenings
during the period under review reaffirmed

the need for organisations like Diakonia Council of
Churches, to remain key stakeholders in ensuring
that our fragile democracy is protected. This is

particularly relevant in the context of some self-
serving and the politically-connected leadership, that
is preoccupied with self-enrichment at the expense of
the majority of the ordinary citizens, who remain
marginalised. Not to mention the widening gap
between the rich and the poor, as well as the
degradation of the environment.

As an organisation and in partnership with our
member churches and organisations, it is our
responsibility to protest against condemnable
practices and injustice, irrespective of the
perpetrator or source. Sometimes this means making
prophetic pronouncements which may not be well-

received in some circles,
and yet they remain
essential for the sake of the
common good. Essentially,
this is what prophetic
diakonia calls for.

To be prophetic means
to defend justice. It is a call
to action – a response to
challenges of human
suffering and deprivation.
Prophetic diakonia means
preaching the word of
Christ through action as it
relates to people’s daily
struggles. In fact, it points
to the very identity and
mission of the church – as a
core component of the

gospel. It is not an option but an essential part of
discipleship.

It is a given that the church is an institution that
is at the service of liberation, that is, liberating
humanity from anything that may prevent it from
living a life and living it to the full.

It is with this in mind that we have not silenced
our prophetic voice. To silence one’s voice at a time
when it is most needed, as it is now, is a sin of omis-
sion. If our vision is of a transformed society, it
follows that we ought to speak out and act against
injustice.

Though the year under review has been challeng-
ing, I am proud to present to you this summary of
our work which reflects how our organisation has
practised diakonia, and how it has made a difference
in people’s lives. Feedback received from beneficiar-
ies has been encouraging and indicates growing
capacity. Indeed, we are encouraged when we see
that our work inspires others to become involved in
social justice. �

RECTOR’S REVIEW  

Nomabelu Mvambo-
Dandala, Executive
Director of the Diakonia
Council of Churches.
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PROPHETIC DIAKONIA IN CONTEXT

I n the biblical tradition, to be prophetic
means the vocation in God’s name to lift
up one’s voice against injustice and in

defence of the poor and oppressed. 

By its very nature the church is called to be a
diaconal institution at the service of Christ in those
who are oppressed, the needy, the exploited, the
hopeless and those who are excluded – those who
remain outside the gate. It is a holistic concept rooted
in the bible and faithful to the ministry of Christ. It is
the engagement in acts of compassion, caring for
creation and working for justice. 

Christians are on a mission to bring the good
news to the poor and oppressed, in word and deed.
Faithful to this call, members of the ecumenical
movement should serve human needs, focusing on
the marginalised, not only by comforting them, but
also by addressing the root causes of their pain.
Therefore, this ministry of prophetic diakonia seeks to
confront the powers of this world, and calls for the
transformation of unjust structures and practices into
God’s reign of justice with fullness of life for all.

In the practise of diakonia the church should work
with the firm hope that change is possible, and that a
transformed society is possible.

During the year under review, a number of organ-
isational events show how Diakonia has played the
diaconal role as it relates to addressing the underly-
ing causes of the injustices that we experience in this
second decade of our constitutional democracy. 

THINGS MUST CHANGE
In March, the founder of Diakonia, Archbishop Denis
Hurley’s option for the poor was highlighted by Fr
Peter-John Pearson, Director of the Parliamentary
Liaison Office of the Southern African Catholic
Bishops’ Conference, at a public discussion organised
in association with the Denis Hurley Centre, and the
Justice and Peace group of Emmanuel Cathedral, as
one of the events to mark the ‘Hurley Weekend.’

In paying homage to the Archbishop, he said
Denis Hurley had a sole message during apartheid
‘things must change.’

Fr Pearson reminded the delegates that one thing
the people of faith can do to make South Africa a
better place is to listen to the people on the margins,
to their cries and their disappointments, their dreams
and their nightmares.

“In order to get into heaven you will
need a letter of reference from the
poor.”

He said, “The people of faith, whatever else they
do, should remember that participation in the strug-
gles of the poor is the best validation of inner faith.
The poor are thus the central concern of the people
of faith.” 

THE CHURCH HAS STRUGGLE
CREDENTIALS

“The church should not just sit by
and watch and occasionally give mild
comments. It must take initiative.”

At the Annual Meeting in May, the church’s struggle
credentials were affirmed by socio-political commen-
tator and Honorary Professor at University of the
Witwatersrand, William Gumede.

Prof Gumede said because of these credentials,
the church has the legitimacy and authority to hold
political leaders accountable. He lamented the moral
calibre of our political leaders and added that they
have lost credibility. 
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Noting that civil society in South Africa is disor-
ganised, Prof Gumede said now is the golden
moment for the church to play its role in society as it
seems to be the only organised social group.

One way of playing that role, Prof Gumede said, is
to deploy its members in government to influence
policy, and if need be, to publicly support sidelined
politicians of integrity. 

In July Lebohang Pheko, Policy and Advocacy
Director at The Trade Collective, described the notion
that as the rainbow nation, South Africa is an inclu-
sive society, as a myth. 

“Most citizens feel uninvited to the
table and are living at the periphery
of decision-making.”

Instead, the majority of South Africans feel as if
they are exiles in their own country. Pheko noted
that the nation is the most unequal society in the
world with glaring riches living side by side with
utter poverty.

Pheko lamented the fact that this exclusion,
which was expected to end with the demise of
apartheid, has continued to haunt the rainbow
nation nearly two decades into democracy. She
ended by warning the authorities of the danger of
such exclusion: “It is very dangerous for people to
feel that there is no place for them at this table. Such
frustrations are a potential weapon of mass destruc-
tion and can easily lead to xenophobic violence.”

TOWARDS AN INCLUSIVE SOCIETY

“Human beings are born included.
But in South Africa one has to strive
to be included. If rights are born why
should we struggle for them?”

The idea of social exclusion in South Africa was a
topical issue during the year.
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THE FIFA WORLD CUP: SECOND
LIBERATION FOR SOUTH AFRICA

“If we attained freedom in 1994,
with the World Cup we achieved our
humanity because the tournament
was a second liberation for South
Africa.” 

Criticism was levelled against the government for
hosting the FIFA World Cup, when there is so much
poverty in our country, and yet no visible financial
benefits. To discuss the benefits of the global football
showcase, in August Dr Danny Jordaan, Chief
Executive Officer of the FIFA 2010 Local Organising
Committee co-delivered the Diakonia Lecture with
his wife, Revd Roxanne Jordaan, on How does the
Church contribute to sustaining the spirit of nationhood,
after the World Cup?

Dr Jordaan said the event had immense social
benefits as it united a divided nation, and so he had
no regrets that the country hosted the World Cup.

Revd Roxanne said after the unity enjoyed during
the event, the nation was at a point where it could
not turn back to its old ways of division. She added
that it is therefore the role of the church to make sure

that the unity is maintained. One way of doing that,
she suggested, is for the church to stand in solidarity
with the poor.

“What is needed is a preferential
treatment for the poor with the view
of making poverty history. The
church must engage government
and demand that they deliver on
their promises to end poverty. There
cannot be genuine unity when
millions live in shacks.” 

At the same event, seasoned human rights
campaigner and Anglican Bishop of Natal, Rubin
Phillip who has exhibited prophetic diakonia
throughout his life, was presented with the Diakonia
Award for devoted service to human rights, justice
and democracy. 

In accepting the Award which he dedicated to
Abahlali baseMjondolo, Bishop Phillip urged politi-
cians to fulfil their electoral promises or else the
church would pressure them to deliver.

“The Municipality must provide
water, electricity and adequate hous-
ing to shack dwellers. We will
continue to knock at the doors of
politicians until the situation is
resolved. If we could host the World
Cup, why can we not provide water
and electricity to a handful of shack
dwellers?”
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The conferring of the Award to a
human rights activist, who is inspired
by his faith to act against injustice,
was to send a clear message of the
significance of prophetic diakonia in
the mission of the church.

every department of life, to debase the God-factor or
to set a limit beyond which the human beings in their
black form might not strive to serve their Creator to
the best of their ability. To remain neutral in a situa-
tion where the laws of the land virtually criticised
God for having created men (and women) of colour
was the sort of thing I could not, as a Christian, toler-
ate,’” Dr Couper said.

Because of his faith, Dr Couper said, Luthuli was
opposed to a violent revolution and so did not
support Nelson Mandela’s launch of Umkhonto
weSizwe.

In response to Dr Couper’s presentation, Dr Paddy
Kearney, author of the award-winning book,
Guardian of the Light, described Dr Couper as a brave
man who has published the most politically incorrect
book of the year, which will certainly not make him
popular with the governing ANC. �

BOUND BY FAITH

“I am in politics because I am a
Christian” 

– Inkosi Albert Luthuli.

In November, a seminar was held to discuss the
connection between Christian faith and politics.

In his presentation, author of the controversial
book Albert Luthuli – Bound by faith, Revd Dr Scott
Couper said Luthuli’s ultimate allegiance was to his
Christian faith and not to the political party that he
led.

Dr Couper said it was his Christian faith that
made Luthuli enter politics.

“Luthuli is known to have stated in his Nobel
Lecture: ‘I, as a Christian and patriot, could not look
on while systematic attempts were made, almost in
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T he overall objective of this programme
is to enable local churches to engage in
meaningful economic transformation

within the eThekwini municipal area. 

ECONOMIC JUSTICE COURSE 
The annual economic justice course continues to
serve as a basis for promoting economic literacy. The
course held in May concentrated on globalisation,
economic systems, economic meltdown and alterna-
tives. 

Although there were few participants this year,
the impact of the course was very encouraging
because three of them have showed the fruits of the
course. The following snippets show the impact of
the course to beneficiaries.

Deacon Michelle Ingram of the
Methodist Church, had no prior
knowledge of economic justice
issues. She was elected in her church
to be the economic justice coordina-
tor. After attending the course, she
was able to understand her duties
and put together bible studies that
focus on economic justice.

Philisiwe Mbhele, a member of an advocacy
group, has conducted workshops for the advocacy
group at Folweni. Dolana Ngidi started a Self Help
Group (SHG) in Inanda and encourages women to
use their skills to generate income for their house-
holds.

The participants from Mariannridge are conduct-
ing workshops and courses in their community using
the Diakonia resources. 

Zaza Mthembu from the Young
Men’s Christian Association (YMCA)
said the course has helped the YMCA
youth over the years. YMCA course
participants are sharing their learn-
ings with other young people includ-
ing juvenile inmates at Westville
Prison. Diakonia has assisted them
with resources, which they distribute
to their course participants.

At Ekuvukeni Anglican Church in KwaMashu,
Dumisani Mvuyana said the learnings gained bene-
fited his church, and among other projects, they
started a vegetable garden as one of their income-
generating projects.

EMPOWERED TO EMPOWER OTHERS
Two workshops for economic justice course facilita-
tors in November benefitted the Mariannridge
community and the YMCA. 

Participants from Mariannridge, YMCA youth
from KwaMashu, Umlazi, Durban and Cato Manor
were enabled to learn about organising and facilitat-
ing community-based economic literacy workshops
in their communities. 

The emphasis was on how to draw up a
programme that is relevant to their local situations.
The group from Mariannridge, made up of unem-
ployed young people, has since started vegetable
gardens as one of their income-generating projects.
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During the evaluation, most of them suggested an
annual refresher course as a follow up, to keep
abreast of new trends on economic issues.

Follow up visits to beneficiaries were also carried
out to assess how they were implementing the
knowledge gained.

The workshops for trainers are aimed at promot-
ing horizontal contact between beneficiaries. This
means beneficiaries relate to each other in their
communities and take further their learnings.
Otherwise, in the absence of this horizontal contact,
they tend to wait for Diakonia to bring them
together, instead of taking the initiative, thus taking
responsibility for their own destiny. 

TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE FEEDING
SCHEMES   

In May, a research workshop on feeding schemes
attracted a large number of participants from many
local churches involved in welfare projects. Taking
into account that the welfare approach is not part of
Diakonia’s mission, participants were equally chal-
lenged to address the root causes of poverty in accor-
dance with the third level of response as reflected in
The Oikos Journey. 

The event was a reminder of approaching
churches where they are at, as opposed to where we

would like them to be. Beneficiaries of the
economic justice courses and The Oikos
Journey conference were also part of
this event. They were immensely
appreciative of the enlightening experi-
ence. Consequently, one of the partici-
pants documented the different feeding
schemes existing in the Municipality. �

Thank you for giving us different types of

workshops, which are very fruitful and making

us strong for today and future challenges. May

God bless you and all who are involved in these

workshops. I look forward to walking side by

side with you. 

Dumisani Mvuyana 

(Ekuvukeni Anglican Church)

ECONOMIC JUSTICE PROGRAMME
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T he practice of diakonia demands that
humanity takes care of the environ -
ment and restores its beauty that God

saw at creation. It reminds Christians that they
are mere stewards, taking care of the
environment for God.

The aim of the environmental justice programme is
thus, to assist local churches to actively promote and
implement sustainable environmental practises.

"It is this greed that has left God's
creation in a sorry state with total
depression looming over the hori-
zon. Our current behaviour makes
the continued existence of created
life and indeed of humanity impossi-
ble. Unless we realise the truth in the
popular saying that ‘we did not
inherit the earth from our ancestors,
but we borrowed it from our chil-
dren and their children', then we are
heading towards disaster." 
Bishop Barry Wood OMI 

Emphasis on the environment was visible at the
annual Good Friday service whose green theme was
Creation – Crucified by Greed. This was one way of
raising awareness and mobilising churches and
communities on environmental issues, and the
danger caused by climate change. 

Worshippers at the early morning ecumenical
service listened to the Anglican Archbishop of Cape
Town, Thabo Makgoba criticise the government’s plan
of a multi-billion Rand loan for new coal-powered
generators – which has devastating ecological conse-
quences for current and future generations – instead
of investing in renewable energy. 

“Why is there not greater invest-
ment in renewable energy, when we
have such untapped potential? What
is being done to encourage efficient
electricity consumption by large
industry, which has, in its secret
sweetheart deals for cheap energy
from Eskom, so little incentive to act
responsibly? What is the justification
for seeking a World Bank loan of
$3.75 billion (R29 bn) for new coal
powered generators – described as
inappropriate financing for a bad
project?”

Before the service, video clips on the
environment and the beauty of the earth
were screened. Recycling bins were
displayed in the hall. The Manning Road
Methodist Church youth, who brought
the cross into the hall, were wearing
garbage bags to demonstrate the impor-
tance of recycling and that of non-
littering. 

Various cross-bearers and a banner
reading ‘God’s Gift – The Earth – Our
Home’ led the silent procession
through the streets of Durban to the
City Hall. The message on the
banner highlighted the sanctity of
this earth, which is given to
humanity as home and the need to
take good care of it. 

Banners and placards prepared
by the eco-congregations and
organisations working on envi-
ronmental issues were displayed
at eight reflection stations, along
the route of the silent proces-
sion. Beneficiaries of the 2009
environmental justice course
took part in carrying the cross.
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At the end of the service, each member church and
organisation was given a tree as encouragement to
‘green’ their churches. Every worshipper went home
with a packet of seeds as a way of encouraging people
to grow their own food.

The Good Friday service has become the flagship

of the organisation. It is here where the strategic
approach of “working through the churches” finds its
best expression with significant and overwhelming
results. Hence, the service progressively involves
more and more people, with over three thousand
now participating. 

EXPLORING INDIGENOUS HERBS
A two-day “Learning with us” workshop in April was
organised in partnership with Vumani Urban
Renewal, a community-based organisation working
with people living with HIV and AIDS, to learn about
traditional herbs. 

Participants were empowered with knowledge of
traditional herbs that help people living with HIV and
AIDS and asthma, and how to treat opportunistic
infections and sores. They also learnt how to make
soap and creams from the herbs.

Participants were given some of these plants for
their home gardens, churches and community
centres. They committed themselves to teach others
to make herbal soaps and creams.

Zanele Phewa from Lamontville drop-in centre
has started a herb garden at the centre, in addition to
a vegetable garden which was initiated by a member
who attended an environmental justice course. They
also make herbal products for their patients and sell
some to the community.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE COURSE 
Participants of the six-day course held in July
included people from several local churches, the
South Durban Community Environmental Associa -
tion and the Mariannridge community. 

The objective was for local churches to actively
promote and implement sustainable environmental
practices. 

The exposure visit to the south Durban Basin
enabled participants to experience first-hand, how
communities living in surrounding areas were being
affected by pollution generated by the big industries. 

Participants were introduced to the concept of
climate change, its impact on the poor and what
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churches can do about it. Biodiversity, food security
and genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and
their impact on people’s health, were also covered. 

An exposure visit to the Botanic Gardens enabled
participants to learn about the principles of perma-
culture. 

They also learnt how to become eco-congrega-
tions which bring back the earth’s dignity, by taking
care of God’s creation. 

Five local churches signed up as eco-
congregations. Some churches have established
environmental groups and health ministry
committees, which deal with environmental justice
issues. The Mariannridge Centre has become a fully-
fledged eco-centre.

Feedback received from some beneficiaries indi-
cates that the course was very helpful. Shirley Naidoo
and her husband, Hennie, who both attended the
course established their own garden. 

I want to thank Diakonia for inviting me to

attend the environmental justice course that

was held in July. I certainly enjoyed the course

and learnt a lot from it. The facilitation and

input was exciting. I enjoyed the trip to the

Botanic Gardens to learn about gardening.  

I left that afternoon with two important ideas:

soil planting and diverse planting. I have clay

all round my yard. I have since planted soil

and planted my seedlings. I can now share

with my community the knowledge and

experience gained. 

Hennie Naidoo
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REAPING WHAT THEY SOWED
Upon the request of Mkhuhla House to start a
vegetable garden for their cancer patients in
December, in partnership with Botanic Gardens and
the Durban Food Gardens Network, Diakonia estab-
lished a garden at the centre.

In February Diakonia staff visited the centre to
assess progress at the garden. The findings were
encouraging as they were already eating their
spinach, green peppers and tomatoes.

Just to let you know, we picked our first

tomatoes, which we will put into a salad with

our own basil. Thank you all for making this

happen for us.

Linda Cipolla, Manager, 

Mkhuhla House Interim Home

CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES (COP 17)
Preparations for the COP 17 began during the year
under review. Durban will host governments of the
world later in 2011. Diakonia joined by members of
other faiths, held a series of meetings to share ideas
on what faith-based organisations were doing about
environmental issues, particularly as a build up to
COP 17. The meetings also discussed possible events
that will take place during the international
conference. �
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T he overall objective of this programme
is to empower local churches and
communities to be actively involved in

social transformation within the eThekwini
Municipal area. The programme is divided into
the following portfolios: Self Help Groups,
Empowering for Healing & Transformation,
Democracy & Governance and the Social
Justice Season.

SELF HELP GROUPS 
In more ways than one, ‘empowerment’ aptly
describes what diakonia is all about – helping people
to help themselves. The concept is used to describe
the effort of enabling the poor to regain self-respect
and take charge of their destiny. The reasoning is that
the struggle of the poor will only succeed if the poor
themselves play the leading role.
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It would be counter-productive to provide help
without the involvement of the people for whom this
help is meant. The participation of the recipients of
the service is essential.

Self Help Groups – the place to be 
At the beginning of the year under review, 49 SHGs
divided into five Cluster Level Associations (CLAs)
with 522 members, were functional. Five of the
groups collapsed during the course of the year due to
confusion with cooperatives introduced by the ward
Councillor. For the same reason, two CLAs also
collapsed. 

However, six new groups were formed. Weak
ones were identified and strengthened.

“Before 2008 we were just ordinary women who lived in a poor community until a Diakonia staffer
mobilised us to form Self Help Groups, to empower us economically, socially and politically. At the
beginning, we did not believe in the concept. We struggled to understand the modules taught, but as
time went on, we became familiar with them.

Diakonia also helps us with training and workshops on self reliance, HIV and AIDS, gender, among
others. In six months’ time, our yards were surrounded by vegetable gardens. At first we ate the vegeta-
bles and took the rest to our sick neighbours, who are unable to plant because of ill-health. But now we
sell to the community, nearby schools and at pension pay-stations.

We delivered an order of 250 beaded crosses to Germany last year.

Three of us are now School Governing Board members at our community school. We now have a voice
and are recognised by our chief and other stakeholders. We participate in every meeting orga nised by
our local chief and municipality. We support each other in times of difficulties.”  – Cabangeni Ngidi
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Activities
The groups are not just involved in income genera-
tion, but they also engage in public works and self-
development activities.

Originally all-women in membership, the groups
are now attracting men, unemployed school leavers
and some school going learners. The participation of
the youth has helped to save them from the world of
drugs and crime.

Some of the groups make beaded crosses while
others make traditional attire for hire and sell to local
schools. The male members of the groups make
musical drums, vases, wood sculptures, furniture and
traditional clothing. The youth embarked on car-
washing and shoe-repairing projects. 

The construction of brick houses continued. For
communities that had hitherto been living in mud
houses and shacks, cement and brick houses are
indeed a measure of development. 

As the year came to an end, an exciting develop-
ment happened. Heifer Consultants gave some
groups cattle and goats to breed and this develop-
ment is expected to increase the stock in the area. 

Touched by the plight of local residents who were
complaining due to lack of service delivery, some
SHGs in uMzinyathi embarked on public works such
as repairing roads and bridges.

The members were trained in project manage-
ment and are confidently and efficiently managing
their projects. They also attended workshops on
gender-based violence and HIV and AIDS.

“In August 2009 we decided to build
block and cement houses, as most of
us lived in mud houses, which were
easily destroyed by rains, winds or
storms. We collected donations from
members to buy cement and two
block-making machines. By the end
of September, we managed to buy
cement and one more block-making
machine. We started to build our
houses, which we thatch ourselves.
At the present moment we have
finished twelve rondavels and two
roomed houses, and the rest are
almost finished. Many people
outside SHGs in our community now
copy this block-making project from
us.” – Zanele Mncwane

Benefits
The groups have transformed themselves into serious
income-generating institutions which have become
safety nets for nearly 5 000 people. Through them,
members are able to feed their families, pay school

fees for their children and cover funeral expenses 
for their loved ones. This is a great achievement and
in line with the second response in the Oikos docu-
ment.

At the end of the year under review, a total
amount of R111 232 had been saved while R142 837
had been loaned to members in a total of 2 226 loans.

Members spoke passionately about how their
lives have changed since they got involved in the
SHGs. The groups had become, in the words of one
member, ‘the place to be.’

The social aspect of people coming together,
breaking isolation and combining energies to make a
difference in their own lives was further enhanced.
The groups have provided space for community
members to meet and get to know one another
better. A sense of common purpose and fellowship
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has developed. Feedback received indicates that the
group concept has become a tool to help each other
in situations beyond one’s control. There is a sense of
belonging and of sharing ideas, problems and solu-
tions.

“We take care of each other and
assist each other with whatever we
need.”

Further, being a member of a group has provided
knowledge of how to interact with others and how to
resolve conflicts. During interviews, members spoke
about how gossip used to be very common and how
it threatened relationships in the communities. The
situation has since changed as members have learnt
to speak about issues differently.

Apart from this social benefit, the groups have
also become platforms on which to exchange knowl-
edge and awareness about other issues like basic
human rights, and the importance of healthcare.

Because of this, they are now the most recognised
and respected social groupings in their communities.
In some instances they get praise from the local chiefs
who work hand-in-hand with them, and even attend
some of their meetings. 

The appeal of the SHG concept to the community
members bears testimony to people’s willingness to
sacrifice and do things for themselves. 

Literacy for social change
Statistics of illiteracy in the city make sad reading.
With that in mind, Diakonia co-hosted a workshop
on Literacy and Social Change using a technique
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called Literacy for Social Change, a methodology of
basic education and literacy that is used by
ProLiteracy Worldwide, in developing countries
throughout the world. Some SHG members partici-
pated in this and subsequent workshops to gain liter-
acy techniques.  One member has been sharing her
knowledge with other SHG members.

EMPOWERING FOR HEALING AND
TRANSFORMATION 

The depth of pain, damage and hurt in our country,
let alone our municipality, is so acute. People experi-
ence violence in their daily lives, and some are still
carrying the scars of the past. There is therefore a
need for healing. Diakonia requires that Christians
facilitate this process of healing as unresolved issues
sometimes prevent people from effective involve-
ment in social justice.

Healing journey reaches far and wide
During this period the stress and trauma healing
workshops were offered to different groups in
different communities and churches. In April, the
workshops were extended to the most vulnerable –
children living on the streets. Despite the challenges
of running such training with children, it is gratifying
to know that three of them were reunited with their
families immediately after the workshop. This impact
cannot be underestimated, as this seldom happens
even through institutional intervention. 

“I would like to say thanks for the
information that I got in these three
days that I have been attending the
workshop. I want to go home and go
back to school and teach other chil-
dren.”  – Khayelihle

“In my life I never thought that there
would be somebody who would
have time to listen to my problems.
Thank you Diakonia for doing this
for us. Carry on doing your great
work, not just to us here, but to all
the other children on the streets.” 
– Zwakele 

“I would like to say I am very happy
because I now know who I am. The
three days I have been here have
changed my life. I can finally speak
about what has been eating me
inside. Please pray for me so that I
never come to the streets again once
I go home on Monday.” – Anita

This kind of workshop opened our minds.

Although we cannot read and write, we have

found means of lightening the burden that we

have been carrying for a long time, and

diffusing the tension that has been in our

community. 

Nduna Phetha

A number of stress and trauma healing work-
shops were organised for the SHGs. This has
contributed immensely to their increased self-esteem.
Essentially, this endorses that when people process
their emotional baggage and develop the capacity to
put it aside, they can focus on taking control of their
destiny. 

In response to an expressed need, the stress and
trauma healing workshops were organised for
PACSA (Pietermaritzburg Agency for Christian Social
Action) and TAMCC (Tugela Amajuba Mzinyathi
Christian Council). The PACSA workshops included
training of facilitators to build capacity, thus ensuring
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that the work will continue without reliance on
Diakonia. The team of trained facilitators has assisted
in meeting the demand for training in their area. This
cooperation strengthened the partnership among the
ecumenical agencies. 

Ecumenical collaboration was further enhanced
by the Healing of Memories and Reconciliation
Consortium which involves the ecumenical agencies
in KwaZulu-Natal. As a consortium, the ecumenical
partners meet bi-monthly to share their work, learn
from one another and explore how to support each
other, as each organisation contributes differently to
healing and reconciliation in the province. The
unique contribution of Diakonia is the stress and
trauma healing aspect.  

Without a doubt, these workshops continue to
meet a great need because people experience stress
and trauma caused by a wide range of factors.

The Church as a reconciling agent 
As the year under review was drawing to a close,
Diakonia hosted a reconciliation conference on
Building Bridges, the Church as a Reconciling Agent with
Father Michael Lapsley, SSM, Director of the Institute
for the Healing of Memories, as keynote speaker. 

“To see the man himself in front of
us just blew my mind. Seeing him
there taught me to start  reconciling
and healing myself.”

In an interactive session, Fr Lapsley – himself a
victim of terrible past violence which left him with
visible scars – told delegates that for true reconcilia-
tion to be possible, there should be an acknowledge-
ment that wrong was done. He urged communities of
faith to be listening communities – listening to other
people’s pain. 

“I learned that churches should
create safe spaces for people to tell
their stories. We need to listen more
so that, people can find healing.”

Bible study sessions on ‘Reconciliation with Self’ and
‘Who is my Neighbour?’ were also conducted.

Delegates also experienced a session on Trauma
Release Exercises (TRE) which brought out another
aspect of dealing with trauma through the tremour-
ing of the body. 

Fr Lapsley’s input and group discussions had a
great impact on delegates because, they challenged
themselves on taking steps to get to know their
neighbours from home or church, and become
reconciled with those they have a problem with.

DEMOCRACY AND GOVERNANCE
Diakonia has a prophetic duty. That means testifying
against injustice and oppression, and being an advo-
cate of human worth, compassion and justice in soci-
ety. The prophetic role of the church is an essential
part of its identity.  Whenever the church loses its
prophetic function of being the advocate for the
rights and welfare of all human beings, especially the
poor and the excluded, it loses its identity. It ceases to
be the ‘sacrament of salvation’ and is no longer the
church of Christ.
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As with the Old Testament prophets, the church
feels compelled to disclose the socio-political and
economic abuses in society and to engage the guilty
and the authorities. It is part of the mission of those
who practise diakonia to highlight the plight of the
poor and exploited, and to give eloquent expression
to the injustice they suffer. By so doing, they clearly
put themselves on the side of the poor and margin-
alised.

Engaging public officials
Complaints have been raised over and over again of
public officials, especially elected Councillors, refus-
ing to meet with communities on issues of service
delivery. In May the Pinetown Ministers’ Fellowship
participated in a public hearing organised by the
presidency, and attended by 15 members of both
national and provincial legislatures on Oversight on
Service Delivery to highlight the plight of Motala
Heights residents and the refusal of the local
Councillor to deal with their challenges. 

A month later, Diakonia facilitated a meeting
between the Pinetown Ministers’ Fellowship, the
Municipal Speaker and the local Councillor for
Motala Heights, to establish good working relations
between the local community and their Councillor.

The Speaker expressed his appreciation to the
Fellowship as an important stakeholder, and encour-
aged regular interaction with the view to improve
service delivery in the ward.

Churches agree to walk together
Churches continued to explore the Dinokeng
Scenarios. A ‘Walking Together’ workshop was held
in May to determine the possible future for South
Africa, in the light of the general dissatisfaction with
the socio-political and economic situation.

Delegates unanimously agreed that for the coun-
try to move forward, citizens and the political leader-
ship ought to walk together, while the former make
decisions about their own destiny. Participants were

also challenged to make sure that in their
churches, they lobby and advocate for
improved service delivery.

Inspired by the workshop, Ntombi
Gcwensa remarked, “I will engage my
church leadership in these issues and get
involved in the governance of my ward.”
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“I feel like I am being used by people
who have power, people who rule
over me and think only of them-
selves; people who only know that
there is a person like me during elec-
tions.” – Nokuthula Sikhosana

Access to information under threat
In September, the government proposed the
Protection of Information Bill and the Media Appeals
Tribunal ‘to provide for the protection of certain
information from destruction, loss or unlawful
disclosure,’ and to hold the media accountable and
to regulate media ownership, diversity and
transformation in the media.

The Bill and the Tribunal were viewed as a calcu-
lated assault on access to information and a return to
apartheid-era repression.

Faced with such a threat to free speech, Diakonia
with the Democracy Develo -
pment Programme, co-organised
a public discussion on the two
issues. Delegates listened to
Makhosi Khoza, ANC provin-
cial spokesperson, argue that
there is a need to protect certain
information whose disclosure
would be harmful to state secu-
rity. Mary Papayya of the South
African National Editors’ Forum
(SANEF) described the propos-
als as ‘scary and worrying’ and
intended to ‘overtly and
covertly censor free speech,
curtail access to information,
and deny debate in all spheres
of public life.’

Diakonia, as part of the Right2Know (R2K)
Campaign, endorsed the petition calling for the
scrapping of the Bill, and actively participated in the
campaign’s activities.

Solidarity with Abahlali baseMjondolo

The fact that
prophetic diakonia is
aimed at people in
distress implies that
the weakest people
and those living in
most hardship are
prioritised. The plight
of Abahlali comes to
mind.

The movement
has been viewed with
suspicion by many as
a movement of
unclear objectives.
Some even see them
as a movement of
loud mouths that
make a lot of noise
for unclear reasons.
Lack of clarity on the
events of 26 Septem -
ber 2009 that left two people dead in Kennedy Road
informal settlement had also made some people of
faith doubt the nobility of their agenda. Even worse,
some politicians view the movement as a threat to
national peace and security.

With the aim of providing a platform for churches
to hear from the movement itself, what it is all about,
and seek clarification on what exactly happened on
that fateful night in September 2009, Diakonia,
together with the Democracy Development
Programme, co-hosted a ‘Conversation with
Abahlali’ in April.

The shack dwellers made it clear that they are by
no means a threat to national peace and security, but
a social movement seeking the basics for survival,
and added that they are simply demanding what
government has always promised at every election
campaign since 1994.
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Together in court
The persecution of the Kennedy 5 by the state
continued. They were continually denied bail.
Diakonia saw their persecution as unjustified and
unwaveringly stood by them.

At every bail hearing, clergy were mobilised to
show solidarity with the accused and their families by
their presence in the courtroom. The accused and
their families showed gratitude and appreciation for
the spiritual and moral support.

There were tears of joy on their release on bail at
a welcome party hosted by Bishop Rubin Phillip at St
Paul’s Anglican Church, after more than ten months
of incarceration.

The main trial began in November. Diakonia
again mobilised clergy to show up in court, in soli-
darity with the accused.

“From observers in the courtroom, it
appears that the witnesses were in
all probability under enormous polit-
ical pressure from a police investi-
gating team, and induced to sign
statements written for them by the
police to discredit the movement. So
far, no witness has credibly linked
any accused individual to any crime
that they are charged with. As the
prosecution case has unfolded thus
far, it is patently clear that there was
a political dimension to the attack
and that the response of the police
has been to pursue that political
agenda rather than justice.” 
Bishop Rubin Phillip

Advocating for improved service delivery
In line with the practise of diakonia, advocacy groups
are meant to engage and lobby decision makers to
implement policies and programmes that uplift the
lives of the citizens. The idea behind is to empower
the groups in order to engage city officials and politi-
cal leaders. During the period under review, such
groups were established in various areas such as
Nsimbini, Molweni, Amaoti and Phoenix.

The groups were empowered to understand how
the local government system works and how democ-
racy could be applied, to improve their lives. The
capacity to lobby decision makers was enhanced and
this understanding enabled them to view the system
critically. Beneficiaries now have the capacity to hold
officials and politicians accountable.

The long-term contribution is expected to turn
things around on issues of service delivery. The
groups have not just been engaging on issues of

service delivery, they have also broadened the scope
of their advocacy and lobbying, to include mobilising
their communities to take charge of their lives. There
has been increased awareness of major challenges in
areas where the groups operate, and the need to
address these.

Some of the advocacy groups were quite effective
in their communities. The Phoenix group lobbied the
Department of Home Affairs to enable the commu-
nity to access birth certificates and identity docu-
ments.
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The group at Christianenburg Lutheran Church
engaged the local clinic to test the health status of the
community members. Of 213 people tested, 27
discovered that they had high blood pressure, 72
were diabetics while twelve had Tuberculosis. They
were referred to primary health care facilities for
treatment.

The Molweni group mobilised 20 local organisa-
tions as partners on a clean-up campaign, in August
and September. These organisations signed a
Memorandum of Understanding pledging to work
together. In August, 85 people attended a community

meeting on HIV and AIDS and 45 of
them came back for voluntary coun-
selling and testing. A drug awareness
campaign programme was launched in
the community, resulting in ten young
people committing themselves to aban-
doning drugs.

The Mariannridge community infor-
mation technology initiative helped
more than 45 young people to draw up
curriculum vitae, and 13 of them got jobs
by the end of the year under review. 32
young people were trained in computer
literacy when the year ended.

In Lamontville, a crime awareness
march was organised by the local
churches, resulting in the identification

of drug peddlers. In October, the Department of
Home Affairs helped 45 people to obtain identity
cards and 23 birth certificates. A workshop on
organic farming was organised in the community in
September.

The youth forum established in June in
KwaMashu, was participating in crime prevention
and drug abuse.

The democracy aspect of the Social Justice
Programme has increased the level of participation in
public processes as a result of the formation of the
advocacy groups. �
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Those who practise diakonia are called
upon to assist their partners who aim to
transform the world. The Ministries

Support Programme enables the local churches
to play this transformative role.

Diakonia is becoming increasingly aware that this is
an overarching aspect of its work, which cannot be
assigned to one staff person or confined to one
programme. Therefore, over and above being well-
grounded and active in their denominations, staff are
mindful of the need to relate ecumenically. Staff
constantly reflect on how best to achieve this, with a
view to maximise the churches’ involvement in
transforming society.

Ministers’ Fellowships
During the period under review, focus was on
strengthening partnerships with fellowships and
networks. These spaces created opportunities for
churches to be involved in the organisation’s activi-
ties. This was informed by the fact that ministers’
fellowships are one of the best entry points into
churches.

Some of the areas such as Clermont and
KwaMakhutha have revived their structures particu-
larly under the guidance of Diakonia.

Partnerships with new fellowships, notably in the
south Durban Basin and Umbilo/Rossburgh were also
established.  As the year came to an end, Molweni,
KwaMashu and Umlazi were being encouraged to set
up their own structures.

On a regular basis, the organisation interacts with
the Pinetown Ministers’ Fellowship and Durban
Inner City Ministries Network. During the period
under review, two events hosted by the network

stand out. The first was a briefing with the Durban
City Manager, Dr Michael Sutcliffe for the churches
to present concerns that people of faith have on serv-
ice delivery.

The second was a meeting with Imagine Durban,
whose purpose was to learn about the initiative for a
prosperous city, and for the network to share its ideas.

These partnerships with the local clergy assisted
Diakonia to keep in touch with local churches’ needs
and activities and thus plan activities accordingly. For
example, in response to a number of calls received
from ministers on the threat of possible xenophobic
attacks immediately after the FIFA World Cup, the
organisation hosted two meetings with local clergy to
analyse the local context and plan an appropriate
response.

However, it has been observed that in some
instances doctrinal issues and lack of passion for
social justice, are some of the challenges that make it
difficult for these structures to exist in some areas. 

New clergy breakfast briefing
The annual briefing for ministers new to Durban
enabled them to be introduced to the work of the
organisation, as well as to connect with their
ecumenical peers. Despite challenges encountered,
the briefing proved to be an effective way of connect-
ing ministers new in the Durban area, as well as
mobilising them for ecumenism. Subsequently some
of the ministers invited Diakonia staff to their congre-
gations, to make presentations on the work of the
organisation. Obviously this requires a great deal of
follow-up because a once off event is inadequate.
Hence churches are visited on a regular basis.

Subsequently some of these ministers were
invited to lead the weekly staff worship. �
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MAINSTREAM ISSUES

The FIFA World Cup

T he year began on a high note with all the
hype around the football tournament. Many
citizens were expecting to reap a lot from the

event. However, concerns were already raised about
the realisation of such hopes. Many people of faith
were also concerned about the negatives associated
with such mega sport events. Of particular concern
was the marginalisation of the poor of the city,
human trafficking and the safety of our vulnerable
children.

In March Diakonia hosted a briefing in which the
guest speaker, eThekwini Municipality’s Head of
International and Governance Relations, Eric
Apelgren, tried to allay some of the fears that the
churches had.

Two weeks later, the safety of our vulnerable chil-
dren was to be the centre of discussion, at a briefing
organised in partnership with the Film and
Publication Board and World Vision. At the briefing, it
emerged that there was a likelihood of drastic
increase in human trafficking associated with flexible
border controls, intended to make it easy for visitors
to enter and exit South Africa during the tournament.

It also emerged that schools would be closed for
22 days during the World Cup, and as such children
would be without the protective environment that
schools provide. That would therefore put a large
number of them at high levels of risk.

Cognisant of this danger and with the tourna-
ment fast approaching, in partnership with the
Children’s Rights Centre, Diakonia organised a work-
shop in May, to train youth pastors and children’s
ministry workers on how to run effective holiday
clubs for children to create safe spaces for them
during the tournament and beyond. 

A PRAYER 
TO END HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Most gracious and generous God,
you are the compassionate and
loving creator of all. With trust, we
claim your justice, mercy, compas-
sion and comfort for the millions
affected by human trafficking in our
world today. God of all goodness,
give freedom to those who are
bound by the chains of this modern-
day slavery. Comfort those who are
trapped and exploited, heal their
hurts, give them courage and hope.
Awaken in the hearts of those who
are buying, selling and holding other
human beings enslaved, a sense of
righteousness and justice. Unsettle
those whose apathy allows human
trafficking to go unchallenged. Give
wisdom and insight to all law -
makers. Give valour and integrity to
those who enforce the laws. O Holy
Spirit, show each of us how to live as
a hope-filled presence in our world
until all God’s children are set free.
Amen.
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Towards a world without gender
injustice
The statistics on gender-based violence in South
Africa make saddening reading. It is estimated that a
woman is raped every 15 seconds in South Africa.
The gender justice aspect of the organisation’s work
focused on various campaigns throughout the year.
The aim of these campaigns is to raise awareness of
the unacceptably high levels of gender-based
violence, to educate and empower churches, schools
and communities to work for the eradication of the
scourge. 

Thursdays in Black Campaign
The campaign, launched in November 2008, is ongo-
ing and was promoted regularly at workshops,
conferences, assemblies at high schools, through the
gender workshops, at SHG meetings and at other
relevant church and organisational events. The

campaign buttons were made available in isiZulu and
English. During the year under review, approxi-
mately 2 500 English and 1500 isiZulu buttons as well
as explanatory leaflets were distributed. The
campaign has also been promoted in the organisa-
tional newsletter, Inselelo. Numerous requests for
buttons from all over the country were received. As
this is an awareness-raising campaign, it is difficult to
assess its effectiveness in the short-term. We hope to
see a drastic decline in numbers of reported cases of
abuse against women and children in our city. It is
also hoped that the campaign will ensure that the
gender stereotypes are eliminated in our society.

Thank you for your visit to Seth Mokitimi

Methodist Seminary and for highlighting the

work done under the auspices of the Diakonia

Council of Churches to address discrimination

and abuse against women. My wife and I have

since joined the Thursdays in Black campaign

and started to wear black on Thursdays.

Revd Steven Jones 

Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary

Pietermaritzburg

Conference on gender justice
In preparation for the campaign on 16 days of
Activism against Violence on Women, Diakonia
hosted a conference on gender justice in November
whose aim was to encourage local churches to come
on board and participate in this year’s campaign.

Revd Phidian Matsepe led the bible study sessions
which focused on what he called ‘texts of terror’ or
‘hidden texts.’ These are biblical texts that are rarely,
if at all, read in churches. By using the method of
decontextualising and recontextualising these texts,
he was advocating for an alternative interpretation of
the biblical text.
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The keynote address by Dr Pregs Govender,
Deputy Chairperson of the Human Rights
Commission, which had among other things a medi-
tation on the ‘woman who has loved me deeply in
my life,’ encouraged delegates to appreciate the
worth and value of women.

Delegates were able to design their own messages
on a square of calico, which were then put together
to make a banner for the 16 Days of Activism
Campaign. The messages embraced gender equality
and made statements about ending rape and violence
against women and children.

16 Days of Activism Campaign
The campaign in the previous years was planned and
implemented in partnership with a team of other
organisations in the region. Due to their busy sched-
ules and possible campaign fatigue, our partners did
not participate in the 2010 campaign. Diakonia
hosted a meditative service to commemorate the first
day of the campaign and a healing service on the last
day. It was very different from the previous years’
events as it was more spiritually focused.
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The aim of the meditative and healing services
was to enable participants to reflect on their own
attitudes towards violence, and to pray for women
who are trapped in abusive relationships.

The banner created by delegates to the confer-
ence on gender justice was on display on both occa-
sions. 

It is envisioned that Diakonia’s efforts will enable
churches to pronounce that violence against women
is unacceptable, thus become a model for the wider
community.

Creating safe spaces for women in
ministry 

Same-sex unions are so controversial that they, more
often than not, are regarded as taboo in the churches.
The reality is that there are divisions among and
within denominations. As such Diakonia has to tread
carefully in this regard.

In June, safe spaces were created for women in
ministry to share their stories, and this included
embracing people with different sexual orientation.
They discussed how welcome lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgendered (LGBT) people feel in our
churches. The objective was to make the church a
more welcoming place for such Christians.

Churches become channels of hope

In September, participants drawn from local churches
attended the Churches: Channels of Hope workshop,
whose purpose was to empower churches to be chan-
nels of hope in response to the HIV and AIDS
pandemic.

Participants were exposed to the new prevention
strategy SAVE (Safe(r) practices, Access to treatment,
Voluntary counselling, and Empowerment and
education, instead of the traditional ABC.

Participants also engaged in discussing how
Christians should respond to the pandemic. �
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2011 2010
R R

INCOME

LOCAL INCOME 692,661 407,675

Member Churches & Organisations 125,362 119,020
Grants 481,525  173,333
Friends & other Donations 62,642  21,486
Interest -  -
Special Projects 23,132 93,836

DIAKONIA CENTRE INCOME 1,882,685 1,886,503

Tenant Income 916,819 816,567
Hire of Facilities 379,305 371,862
Other Income 586,561 698,074

OVERSEAS GRANTS & DONATIONS 3,663,603 4,310,481

EXPENDITURE

EXPENSES 5,035,109  5,280,643

Programme Expenses 2,432,644  2,524,728
Office Expenses 898,370  893,435
Vehicle Expenses 134,954 124,390
Employment Expenses 1,569,141  1,738,090

DIAKONIA CENTRE EXPENSES 1,879,809 1,754,681

Cost of Sales 259,280 276,295
Operating Expenses 1,620,529 1,478,386

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR (675,969)  (430,665)

TRANSFERS TO FUNDS & RESERVES - -

RETAINED SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) (675,969) (430,665)
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The Diakonia Council of Churches is grateful to these organisations and individuals for their generous financial assistance which
has enabled us to continue our work through the financial year 1 March 2010 to 28 February 2011.

Diakonia Council of Churches has donor-deductibility status.

This means that donations to the organisation will be tax deductible in terms of section 18A(1)(a) of the
Income Tax Act and exempt from donations tax in terms of section 56 (1)(h) of the same Act.  Bequests or
accruals from estates of deceased persons in favour of Diakonia Council of Churches are also exempt from

estate duty in terms of section 4(h) of the Estate Duty Act 45.

When we receive donations, it is not always easy for us to trace the source, as the banks have
stringent confidentiality policies and will not divulge sources of monies received. Please would you let us
know if you are sending us a donation, preferably by providing us with copy of your deposit receipt or

debit order form, so that we can accurately record and acknowledge your gift.

PROGRAMME FUNDER    

Economic Justice Brot für die Welt

Catholic Fund for Overseas Development

Environmental Justice Church of Sweden

Ministries Support Missio

Social Justice  Brot für die Welt

Bremische Evangelische Kirche

Catholic Fund for Overseas Development

Diakonia Sweden

CS Mott Foundation

Mensen met een Missie

Presbyterian Church in Ireland

Transformation Education and Awareness Foundation

General Grant Christian Aid

DT Hudson Trust

ICCO

Misereor

National Lottery Development Trust Fund

Norwegian Church Aid

Sinamandla
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PATRONS

Heads of Diakonia Council of Churches’ 
member churches: 

Bishop PP Buthelezi,  Dean G Filter, 

the Revd SP Madokwe, the Revd TI Masikane, 

the Revd S Mkhize, Cardinal W Napier OFM, 

Bishop Z Ngcamu (deceased), Bishop R Phillip, 

Ds L van der Walt, Bishop M Vorster.

PATRONS EMERITI

The Revd BK Dludla, the Revd Dr N Hudson, 

the Most Revd DE Hurley OMI (deceased),  

the Revd SA Khumalo (deceased), 

the Revd R Marshall (deceased), 

the Rt Revd M Nuttall, the Most Revd P W R Russell.

COUNCIL

Chairperson:  Bishop B Wood OMI

Vice-Chairperson: Ms N Bam 

Deputy Vice-Chairperson: The Revd I Booth  

Treasurer:  Ms I Hyman (until November),

the Revd C Chetty (interim)

Other delegates nominated as representatives of each member
church.  Council members make up the policy-making body of
the Diakonia Council of Churches.

African Methodist Episcopal Church 

Church of the Province of Southern Africa: 
The Rt Revd R Phillip, the Revd B Arrikum, Ms N Bam, 
the Revd D Goldstone, Mr S Sithole

Dutch Reformed Church: 
The Revd F Neethling

Ethiopian Episcopal Church 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in Southern Africa (N-T): 
The Revd G Meyer 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in Southern Africa: 
Bishop PP Buthelezi, Dean TC Nzama, the Revd C Chetty, 
the Revd N Sithole

Methodist Church of Southern Africa: 
Bishop M Vorster, the Revd E Gabriel, the Revd S Khuzwayo, 
Mr S Ndlovu, Ms J Wahl 

Orthodox Church of Durban

Religious Society of Friends: 
Ms L Palmer 

Roman Catholic Church: 
Cardinal W Napier OFM, Mr G Augustine, Mr A Hororo, 
Ms J Khanyile, Ms T Makhathini, Bishop B Wood OMI 

Salvation Army 

United Apostolic Church of South Africa: 
Bishop Z Ngcamu (deceased) 

United Congregational Church of Southern Africa:   
The Revd S Mkhize

Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa: 
The Revd T I Masikane  

Uniting Reformed Church in Southern Africa: 
Mr L Ngema

United Methodist Church:  
The Revd S P Madokwe  

Organisations:
Vuleka Trust: Mr R Vernon 
YMCA: The Revd I Booth

EXECUTIVE:
Bishop B Wood OMI (Chairperson), Ms N Bam (Vice-Chairperson),
the Revd I Booth (Deputy Vice-Chairperson), Ms I Hyman (Treasurer
until November), the Revd C Chetty (interim Treasurer), 
the Revd E Gabriel, Bishop Z Ngcamu (deceased), 
Ms J Khanyile, Ms J Wahl.

Alternates:
The Revd B Arrikum, Mr L Ngema, the Revd N Sithole, 
the Revd S Mkhize.

STANDING COMMITTEES
DC Business Committee:
Mr M Dlamini (Chairperson), Mr B Cele, Mr A Beesley, 
Ms N Mvambo-Dandala, Ms H Joseph, Mr M Potgieter, 
Ms A Walters, Mr C Yusuf.

Finance Committee:
Ms I Hyman  (Treasurer until November), the Revd A Bangushe, 
the Revd C Chetty (interim Treasurer), Ms N Mvambo-Dandala, 
Mr A Beesley, Mr Z Khumalo, Mr A Mazibuko, Ms N Mshengu, 
Mr M Potgieter, Ms A Walters.

Remunerations Committee:
Mr G Augustine (Chairperson), Ms I Hyman (until November 
and subsequently replaced by the Revd C Chetty), Ms J Khanyile, 
Ms N Mvambo-Dandala, Mr M Potgieter.
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Val Adamson Photography

Diakonia Council of Churches Staff, February 2011
Back row (left to right):
Cyril Mwandla, Martinus Potgieter, Karen Read, André Abrahams, Solo Gill, Bruce Ramawtar, Baphiwe Nxumalo, Busi Khambule.
Front row (left to right): 
Dodo Simelane, Gugu Madlala, Thembi Mdladla, Kudzai Taruona, Nomabelu Mvambo-Dandala, Avrill Walters and Jenny Sprong.
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You can visit us at:
Diakonia Council of Churches
Diakonia Centre
20 Diakonia Avenue
DURBAN
4001 

Or you can contact us at:
P O Box 61341
BISHOPSGATE
South Africa
4008 

Phone: 031 310-3500
Fax: 031 310-3502
E-mail: the.director@diakonia.org.za
Website:  www.diakonia.org.za
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VISION A transformed society actively
working for social justice.

UMBONO
Umphakathi oguqukile osebenzela
ubulungiswa bezenhlalo yabantu.

Mission
statement
In partnership with our
member churches and
organisations we are inspired
by our Christian faith to play a
transformative role enabling
people to take responsibility
for their lives and to promote
prophetic action on social
justice issues.

Inkambiso
Ngokubambisana nezinhla -
ngano namabandla ethu
angamalungu, sikhuthazwa
ukholo lwethu lobuKrestu
ekubambeni iqhaza ekusizeni
abantu ukuthi baziphathele
izimpilo zabo kanye
nokukhuthaza umsebenzi
wokholo ngamaphuzu
obulungiswa bezenhlalo
yabantu.


